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LIMA 2015, the Malaysian Airshow is
happening in a significant time, since
many of the Asia Pacific countries
including Malaysia, Indonesia are all on
the process of its Military modernisation.
Asia Pacific is one of the few growing
market for both Military and Civil
Aviation sector is concerned. China and
India are the two major countries with
lot of modernisation programmes and
Defence acquisitions underway. Lot of
Malaysian companies both Small scale
and Medium scale are exhibiting at the
show, since the country is very strong
in Civil Aviation sector with two major
international Airlines connecting the
world.
Airshows are always best platforms to show case the capabilities of companies and
meeting potential business partners and customers. The recently concluded tenth
edition of Aero India Airshow & Exhibition from February 18th – 22nd 2015 was very
attractive because of the new policies of Indian government allowing 49 % FDI and
also many more acquisition programmes.
Brahmos, a major Indian company is showcasing its capabilities at LIMA. A number
of US and European companies who is focussing their business in Asia ,Pacific region
is also exhibiting at LIMA. The global defence industry can take advantage of the
promising Aerospace & Defence market in Asia Pacific. Mutually complementary
and sustainable approach for this partnership will be a win-win situation for all
stakeholders.
Govt. of India’s Make in India initiative will provide a considerable opportunity for
Malaysian companies and also other participants of LIMA to network with Indian
companies and partner in growth. Global aerospace industries must, leverage on
the offset package and form JVC with Indian DPSUs, PSUs and large Private Industries
and other Asia countries . Global Aerospace industries must link their tier one
suppliers directly with SMEs to form partnership of mutual advantage.
SIATI and Aeromag Asia wish participating companies and delegates of LIMA all
success.
Warmly,

Dr.CG Krishnadas Nair
Hony. President, SIATI
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IRKUT Corporation manufactures
its first MC-21 airliner
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Mr. Yuri Slyusar, who had been elected as the President of
United Aircraft Corporation stated that the first type of MC-21
middle-range air liner of new generation will be manufactured
in Russia.

T

he assembling for flying and static
tests is being done at Irkutsk Aviation
Plant (IAP), the manufacturing base
of IRKUT Corp. In 2016 it will undergo flying
tests and it will start its regular operation in
2018.
The development of airliner family with
seating capacity of 150 – 200 seats is one of
the major projects in Russian civil aviation.
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IRKUT Corp. and its partners have decided
to apply new technological and design
changes which had not been used in singleaisle aircrafts now. Lightweight composite
materials are used in glider’s construction
(wings and empennage). This improves
the plane’s aerodynamics significantly and
decreases its weight. The same approach
is used in Boeing 787 and Airbus A350 by
Boeing and Airbus.
Another factor in MC-21’s competiveness
is a wide application of modern systems
by Western manufacturers. Particularly,
the use of Pratt&Whitney PW1400G air
engines. The customers also have the
freedom to choose the Russian PD-14 air
engine if needed.
The MC-21 aircraft family includes two
types, precisely: MC-21-300 (160 – 211 seats)
and MC-21-200 (130 – 176 seats). After the
initial order, it was decided to manufacture

MC-21-300 first and then to follow it by
МС-21-200. An option of aircraft of a larger
seating capacity in the family of MC-21 is also
being considered.
The installation of the new assembling
line at Irkutsk Aviation Plant, the IRKUT
Corp.’s production base, is almost over. The
production of fuselages of first MC-21-300 is
in full swing and the first planes will be used
for flying and static tests. The Plant is wellknown to the Malaysian specialists, as the
Su-30MKM fighters of the Royal Malaysian
AF had been produced right here.
The Plant’s recent full-scale reconstruction
and implementation of ISO standards, have
made it a certificated supplier of the Airbus
A320’s big-size components.
The IAP’s reconstruction provided an
opportunity for simultaneous increase in
production of military and civil aircraft.
Year 2014 became a year of records in the

Corporation’s history, as more than 50
aircrafts were supplied to its customers.
Meanwhile, IRKUT is certain to increase its
production of Su-30 and Yak-130 aircrafts
in 2015. Mr. Oleg Demchenko, President of
IRKUT, stated that his company visualizes a
supply of about 60 aircrafts with half of them
as Su-30-family fighters. Su-30SM, a further
development of Su-30MKI is being supplied
to the Russian MoD and Indian AF, and Su30MKM, is operational in the Royal Malaysian
AF. Air Force of Kazakhstan is one of new
customers of Su-30SM in 2015.
Yak-130 combat trainer is actually a rising
star in the IRKUT Corp.’s product line. In 2015
the volume of Yak-130, which is operational
with Air Forces of Russian and Algeria, will
reach 30 aircrafts in a year. In the same year,
Bangladesh and Belorussia will get their first
batch of Yak-130s, which had been ordered
before.

Eurofighter Typhoon powers forward
with new enhancement contract
E
urofighter has released details of a new capability contract
valued at EUROS 200 million delivering a suite of new
enhancements to the Eurofighter Typhoon
As well as introducing a number of upgrades to the Eurofighter’s
mission and maintenance systems, the contract, known as Phase
3 Capability Enhancement, will equip the Eurofighter Typhoon to
deploy multiple precision-guided air-to-surface weapons at fastmoving targets with low-collateral damage. It further confirms the
aircraft’s full multi-role, swing-role capability.
Details of the new enhancements were revealed at a press

representing Italy, Lieutenant General Enzo Stefanini; and for
Spain, Ministry of Defence, Secretary of State, Pedro Arguelles, all
showing their support for this essential capability.
Alberto Gutierrez, the CEO of Eurofighter, said: “This capability
upgrade gives the Eurofighter Typhoon unrivalled full multirole and swing-role capability. Although the prime focus is the
introduction of the Brimstone 2 missile required by the UK RAF,
P3E enhances the capabilities of the Storm Shadow long-range
strike missile, the Meteor, Paveway IV and ASRAAM weapons, as
well as introducing modifications to further improve the aircraft’s
already impressive availability. Support for
the contract will come from all four core
nations and the enhancement package will
benefit all who use it.”
Air Vice-Marshal, Graham Farnell,
the General Manager of NETMA (NATO
Eurofighter and Tornado Management
Agency), who signed the contract on
behalf of the core customer nations,
said: “Over the last 18 months the
Eurofighter Typhoon community has
enjoyed a significant acceleration to the
weapon system capability enhancement
programme and I am pleased to say we
have been able to agree a number of major
contracts which really drive the weapon
system’s contribution to air power.”
He said: “The agreement of the P3E
contract is further evidence that this is a
Programme which keeps on delivering.
As the hugely successful Panavia Tornado
moves towards the last decade of its life
cycle, it is highly re-assuring to know
that the mantle will be picked up by
the Eurofighter Typhoon. Brimstone 2
capability is both a unique and welcome
addition to the capability portfolio, and
whilst it is just a part of the P3E story,
Eurofighter and NETMA, watched by representatives of the four core Eurofighter Brimstone represents an extremely
Nations, Italy, Spain, Germany and the UK, at the IDEX Defence Exhibition in Abu important capability to have.”
Dhabi, UAE, signed a EURO 200 million contract which will secure the integration
The four nation contract between the
of the Brimstone 2 precision-guided missile onto the Eurofighter Typhoon. (Front UK, Italy, Germany and Spain will form
L-R) Alberto Gutierrez, CEO of Eurofighter and Air-Vice Marshal Graham Farnell: the basis for the next major Eurofighter
(Back L-R) Representing Germany, General Erhard Bohler, Director Defence enhancement, the Phase 4 Capability
Plans & Policy; for Spain Ministry of Defence, Secretary of State, Pedro Arguelles; Enhancement contract, now in its ‘definition
representing the UK, Philip Dunne Minister for Defence Equipment, Support and phase’. This will lay the foundation for
Technology and for Italy, Lieutenant General Enzo Stefanini.
the Nations’ Combat Air capability
requirements into the next decade.
briefing at the IDEX defence exhibition in Abu Dhabi, on
The Phase 3 Enhancement contract is scheduled for delivery in
22nd February 2015 at a contract signing in the presence
2017. All four core nations will work on flight control and avionics
of Mr. Philip Dunne, UK Minister for Defence Equipment,
and the contract will centre round a scheduled programme of
Support and Technology, accompanied by Alberto Gutierrez,
weapon testing, the development and testing of flight control
CEO of Eurofighter and Air-Vice Marshal Graham Farnell and
systems, and finally store clearing and store release testing. The
representatives from the other Eurofighter customer nations: for
initial fit for the Brimstone 2 missiles on the Eurofighter will see
Germany, General Erhard Bohler, Director Defence Plans & Policy;
two launchers fitted to the outboard pylons of the Eurofighter
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All set for LIMA 2015
L

angkawi International Maritime and
Aerospace Exhibition aka LIMA 2015
is all set for take-off. The biennial
event will be held at Langkawi, Malaysia
from 17- 21st March.
LIMA is one of the largest maritime and
aerospace exhibitions in the Asia-Pacific,
and focusses mainly on the defence
industry. More than 500 companies
around the world including Aerospace
majors Airbus, Boeing,Lockheed Martin
andDassaultare participating in the event.
As Malaysia have started its Air force
modernisation programme, Eurofighter
Typhoon, Dassault Rafael are all exhibiting
their capabilities at LIMA.

LIMA recorded an overall growth of
10% in 2013 with 433 exhibitors from 31
countries, 333 defence delegations from
38 countries, 632 media personnel from
127 agencies, 68 ships and 78 aircrafts at
the show. The event also witnessed 38,421
trade visitors from both defense and
commercial sectors fromaround the world.
The exhibitors involved in the event
showcases their products inside the
Mahsuri International Exhibition Centre
(MIEC), adjacent to the
Langkawi
International Airport. The maritime
exhibitions take place at Resort
World Langkawi while the aerospace
exhibitions take place at the Langkawi

International Airport. The venues are all
in close proximity to each other.
The event is supported by the Malaysian
government and industry associations.
Daily air shows and maritime programmes
are arranged for the visitors.
LIMA 2013 witnessed the signing of
24 contracts that amounted to 4.271
billion, boosting the Malaysian defense
technology industry.
LIMA 2015 will again present a unique
opportunity to showcase products,
technologies and services to the target
audience and to demonstrate the strong
Aerospace presence in Malaysia and
neighboring Asia Pacific countries.

each carrying three Brimstone 2 missiles.
The full swing-role, multi-role weapons compliment
on the Eurofighter could now include a mix of: six
Brimstone 2 missiles; up to six Paveway IV bombs,
two long-range Storm Shadow missiles, four
Meteor beyond visual range air-to-air missiles
and either two IRIS-T or two ASRAAM heatseeking missiles.
This weapons package, combined
with the high-kinetic performance
and super cruise capability of
the platform and AESA radar
now being integrated
onto
the
platform,
confirms Eurofighter
as the world’s most
versatile fast-jet
fighter.
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Clear preference for equipment
manufactured in India: PM Narendra Modi
Preethi M Vallattu
Inaugurating the Aero India 2015, Prime Minister Narendra Modi
said: “This is the largest ever Aero India. This reflects a new level of
confidence within our country and global interest in India.
To many of you, India is a major business opportunity. We have
the reputation as the largest importer of defence equipment in the
world. That may be music to the ears of some of you here. But, this is
one area where we would not like to be Number One! “
Stating that India’s security challenges are well known and
international responsibilities evident, the Prime Minister said: “We
do need to increase our defence preparedness. We do have to
modernise our defence forces. We have to equip ourselves for the
needs of the future, where technology will play a major role”.
“As a nation of one billion people, we also have huge requirements
for managing internal security. We are increasingly integrating
technology and systems into it. These opportunities make Aero India
an important international event”, he said. “For me, this is not just a
trade fair for defence equipment. This is a mega meeting of one of
the largest global supply chains, with the most advanced technology
and complex equipment and, a platform to launch India’s defence
manufacturing sector”.
A nation with a strong defence industry will not only be more
secure, it will also reap rich economic benefits. It can boost
investment, expand manufacturing, support enterprise, raise the
technology level and increase economic growth in the country. In
India, the defence industry in the government sector alone employs
nearly 200,000 workers and thousands of engineers and scientists.
They produce an output of nearly 7 billion dollars annually. It also
supports a very large pool of small and medium enterprises.
India’s defence industry in private sector is still small. But, it already
employs thousands of people. This is despite the fact that nearly 60%
of our defence equipment continues to be imported.
“And, we are spending tens of billions of dollars on acquisitions
from abroad. There are studies that show that even a 20 to 25%
reduction in imports could directly create an additional 100,000 to
120,000 highly skilled jobs in India. If we could raise the percentage
of domestic procurement from 40% to 70% in the next five years,
we would double the output in our defence industry”, Modi said.
“Imagine the impact in terms of jobs created directly and in the
related manufacturing and services sector!”.
“Think of the spin off benefits on other sectors in terms of
advanced materials and technologies! That is why we are focusing on
developing India’s defence industry with a sense of mission. This is why
it is at the heart of our Make in India programme. We are reforming our
defence procurement policies and procedures. There would be a clear
preference for equipment manufactured in India. Our procurement
procedures will ensure simplicity, accountability and speedy decision
making. “We have raised the permitted level of Foreign Direct
Investment to 49%. This can go higher, if the project brings state-of-the
art technology. We have permitted investments up to 24% by Foreign
Institutional Investments. And, there is no longer a need to have a
single Indian investor with at least a 51% stake”.
Industrial licensing requirements have been eliminated for a
number of items. Where it is needed, the process has been simplified.
The Prime Minister said: “We are expanding the role of private
sector, even for major platforms. Our goal is to provide a level playing
field for all. We speak in terms of national capacity, not public sector
or private sector. Offsets system is a crucial instrument to develop
12

and upgrade our defence industry. We have introduced significant
reforms in our offsets policy. I am acutely aware that it still needs
a lot of improvements. We will pursue them in consultation with
domestic industry and our foreign partners.
“I want our offsets policy not as a means to export low-end
products, but to acquire state-of-the art technology and skills in core
areas of priority”, he added.
Government’s support for research and development is essential
for defence sector. And, it should also be accompanied by a degree
of assurance on purchase.
Modi said: “We are introducing a scheme to provide up to 80% of
funding from the Government for development of a prototype in
India. And, we are also launching a Technology Development Fund.
For too long, our research and development has been confined to
government laboratories. We must involve our scientists, soldiers,
academia, industry and independent experts more closely in research
and development. Last month at the Army Day Reception, I had asked
to meet our officers and soldiers, who had made the best innovations
in our defence equipment. I was impressed with what I saw”.
“Finally, we have made our export policies clearer, simpler and
predictable. But, we will also abide by the highest standards of export
controls and international responsibility. We will expand our exports,
but we will ensure that our equipment and technology do not fall
into the wrong hands. India’s record in this area has been impeccable
and it will remain so”.
Stating that he is pleased with the positive impact of policies, Modi
said Indian private corporations have responded with enthusiasm.
There is new excitement in our small and medium scale sector. Many
of the biggest global firms are forming strategic partnerships in India.
Some of them have already begun using India as part of their
global supply chains or engineering services. In September 2014
Dynamatic Technologies and its collaborator Boeing inaugurated a
plant in India to manufacture critical parts for a Boeing helicopter
that is sold globally.
Modi said:“We have to further reform our acquisition and approval
processes. We must indicate a clear roadmap of our future needs.
This must take into account not only new technology trends, but also
the nature of future challenges. We must pay attention to developing
supply chains, with emphasis on innovation. We must bridge the
gap between prototype development and quality of production.
We must develop a financing system suited to the special needs of
this industry. It is a market where buyers are mainly governments,
the capital investments are large and the risks are high. We must
ensure that our tax system does not discriminate against domestic
manufacture in comparison to imports”.
The Prime Minister said more broadly, our defence industry will
succeed more if we can transform the manufacturing sector in India.
“We need great infrastructure, sound business climate, clear
investment policies, ease of doing business, stable and predictable
tax regime, and easy access to inputs. We need a national industry
that produces advanced materials, the most sophisticated
electronics and the best engineering products. Over the last eight
months, we have worked hard to create that environment for you.
Above all, we need a vast pool of highly skilled and qualified human
resources for the defence industry”.
India’s aerospace industry alone would need about 200,000
people in another ten years.

Prime Minister Shri. Narendra Modi looking LCH model at HAL Stall at Aero India. HAL Chairman, Mr. T. Suvarna Raju,
Shri R.K.Mathur, Defence Secretary , Shri Vajubhai Vala, Karnataka Governor, Shri M. Mohankumar Secretary, Defence
Production also seen.

Rockwell Collins is looking
more business with India
Sunny Jerome

Mr. Doug Schoen
Director of Sales and Marketing, Asia Pacific
Region, Rockwell Collins.

R

ockwell Collins is looking more
business with India and the
company has offered its best
technology and products to Indian armed
forces. Mr. Doug Schoen, Director of Sales
and Marketing, Asia Pacific Region at
Rockwell Collins said that, “The Company
is committed to support ‘Make in India’

initiative of Prime Minister Mr.Narendra
Modi and as the first step, has signed an
MOU with Zen Technologies to produce
various products in India.”
Zen Technologies and Rockwell Collins
joins forces in military flight simulation
for next generation rotary wing simulator.
The strategic alliance between Zen
Technologies and Rockwell Collins will
produce top shelf solutions while also
ensuring cost benefits for customers
across the region since the alliance’s
capabilities are indigenized, including in
software, electronics and visuals. With
the rotary wing platform launch, both
companies aim to emerge, in the near
future, as key partners to the Indian armed
forces.
The next generation Rotary Wing
Simulator housed in an ergonomically
designed cockpit is configurable and fully
addresses both the flight and mission
aspects of rotary wing aircraft.
The simulator supports anytime,
anywhere training and is cost-effective,
efficient alternative for pilot training in
handling routine flights, emergencies and
practice missions. Unparalleled realism
in training is provided using geo-specific

cultured terrains, operations flight profiles,
and avionics that can be used to train both
new and experienced pilots before any
mission. The simulator will enhance combat
readiness for crew members through a
comprehensive training continuum that
is customizable for all types of military
platforms.
Earlier Rockwell Collins partnered with
TATA Power for Radio programmes of
the Indian Armed forces. Rockwell Collins
exhibited its state of the art technologies
for Patrolling and Surveillance system at
Aero India 2015 for Indian Navy and Army.
The company is looking to produce
Avionics products in India. Rockwell
Collins has started its design centre in
Hyderabad with 400 engineers in 2008
and the headcount has increased to 650
now. The company has set up verification
and testing facilities at Hyderabad centre.
The company has HCL as the software side
partner in India.
Rockwell Collins has association with HAL
from the last 20 years and the company is
now focusing more business with Indian
Army and Navy. The company is also
looking for various business opportunities
in other Asia Pacific countries.
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MiG Corporation to promote
MiG aircraft worldwide
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Mr. Sergey Korotkov, General Director MiG
Corporation, stated that they fulfilled their
contractual obligations under the contract
of supply of MiG-29K/KUB ship-born fighters
to the Indian Navy (IN) in time and full.
MiG Corpoation will continue to fulfill its
obligations on the MiG-29K/KUB deliveries
under the contract in 2015– 2016.
Once the year 2010 contract on MiG-29K/
KUB’s deliveries is implemented, the Indiian
Navy’s aviation will have 45 fighters of this
type. The first batch of 16 aircrafts were
delivered on the contract of 2004.
Speaking on results of 2014, the MiG
Corp.’s boss outlined his impressions on how
Indian pilots had mastered the MiG-29K’s
flights from the board of INS Vikramaditya,
the aircraft carrier. “We had been really
impressed by high professionalism of flying
corps of the IN. The pilots have coped
with the challenge, demonstrating their
mastership and courage”, Mr. Korotkov said.
He is repeated by Mr. Mikhail Beljaev, the
MiG Corp’s chief pilot who said that “Training
of Indian pilots had been very interesting,

fruitful and had given good experience
both to us and our Indian colleagues”. A
ground-based testing complex had been set
up in India, similar to the one in Russia. The
complex is designed for making the training
of pilots more comfortable. The first phase
of training also held here. It was followed by
practical flights on the INS Vikramaditya.
Mr. Mikhail Beljaev outlines: “I am really
proud of both Russian and Indian pilots and
specialists, who participated in this work”.
The MiG Corp’s chief pilot specially outlines
the fact that the process of mastering of such
sophisticated aircraft had been incident-free
and without any loss. “Now the IN has got
the modern aircraft carrier and there are
MiG-29K/KUB fighters, operated by highly
professional Indian pilots”, the Russian test
pilot summarized.
Simultaneously the MiG Corp. has been
implementing the contract on supply of
MiG-29K/KUB ship-born fighters to the
Russian Navy (RN) also.
According to a statement of the RN
commanding staff, the RN’s aviation had got

10 MiG-29K/KUBs in 2014, as it was stipulated
by the contract. The training of pilots will
start this year at the just launched training
Center at Yelsktown on the Azov sea. In total,
the RN has ordered 24 MiG-29K/KUB fighters
for their operation on the board of “Admiral
Kusnetsov” aircraft carrier.
Along with the successful development
of the MiG-29K/KUB Program, MiG Corp.
continues its works on the MiG-35 Program
too. As a flying construction, MiG-35 fighter
is a further development of MiG-29K/KUB
ship-born fighter. However, its on-board
equipment belongs to technologies of 5th
generation. Recently there were pictures in
Russian press, demonstrating that testing
types of MiG-35 are fitted with new optelectronic containers.
It is known, that the Russian MoD’s longterm acquisition plans envisage deliveries
of MiG-35 advanced fighters. The MiG
Corp’s top manager says that there are pre
contractual talks on the issue at the moment
and adds that MiG-35 has got good export
potential.
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HAL setting up new facilities for
making LUH, NMRH
Pulak Sen

H

industan
Aeronautics
Limited is setting up
Green Field facilities
for manufacture of Light Utility
Helicopter (LUH) and Naval
Multi-role Helicopter (NMRH), its
Chairman T Suvarna Raju said.
The Government of Karnataka has
allotted 610 acres land in Tumkuru
District for this purpose. Actions
have been initiated for obtaining
required approvals/clearances, he
told a press conference on the sidelines
of Aero India 2015 here. Government of
India has mandated HAL and National
Aeronautical Laboratory (NAL) for jointly
taking up design, development and
manufacture of 70-100 seater regional Civil
Aircraft through a Special Purpose Vehicle
(SPV). The teams have started working and
approvals are being obtained from MoD.
HAL has taken a range of new initiatives
for preparing itself to take on the current
challenges and prepare company towards a
vibrant future, Suvarna Raju said.
The year 2015 is going to be a very special
year for HAL as it will be celebrating 75 years
of its existence and the company is proud
that it has been contributing to the nation’s
defence needs and “Make in India” concept
over several decades.
He said Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar
handed over the first series production
Light Combat Aircraft, Tejas made by HAL to
the Indian Air Force on 17th January 2015.
HAL has established a new production
line with around 28,000 Sq m of Hangars,
Engineering and Administrative blocks.
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Extensive investments have been done to
make this state of the art production line.
Upgrade and augmentation of production
tooling has been done with Jigs already
calibrated to Micron level tolerances. HAL is
all set to roll out the numbers that customer
desires with this production infrastructure.
Su-30MKI is the biting teeth of IAF and HAL
has been manufacturing and delivering this
agile multirole aircraft since 2005. HAL has
successfully absorbed the technology for
manufacturing this 4.5 generation fighter.
The company is now manufacturing aircraft
from raw material stage and it has already
delivered 150 of them to IAF.
“On 9th Jan 2015, we handed over the
first overhauled Su-30 MKI aircraft to the
Indian Air Force from our newly established
overhaul facility at HAL Nashik made with
an investment of over Rs 2000 crores”,
he said. “With the establishment of this
facility, HAL has developed capacities and
capabilities to support Su-30 fleet for next
30 to 40 years and this is only one of its kind
facilities in the world. It will have significant
export prospect since nearly 10 countries
operate Su-30 fleet. During December

2014, MiG complex of HAL has
also celebrated 50 years of fruitful
contribution to the nation.
Su-30 has become a very
lethal weapon delivery platform
with the successful integration
of BrahMos supersonic cruise
missile. HAL has done Brahmos
integration with all the analysis
being done by HAL’s internal
design team. HAL has provided a
cost effective indigenous solution
to BAPL and this aircraft is being handed
over today to IAF through BAPL for carrying
out live firing.
Light Combat Helicopter (LCH) Technology
Demonstrator TD-3 made its maiden flight
on 12-Nov-2014. This helicopter has shown
its capabilities during the air display and
HAL is using its internal funds for building
more prototypes in order to accelerate the
certification process towards obtaining IOC.
The Ground Test Vehicle (GTV) run of Light
Utility Helicopter on 6th Dec, 2014 was yet
another important milestone.
Suvarna Raju said HAL recognises the need
for technology development in order to
cope up with the upcoming technological
challenges that require HAL to develop new
products and product enhancements. The
total R&D expenditure of HAL was Rs 1083.3
cr for 2013-14 and this works out to 7.2%
of financial turnover. Critical technologies
have been identified in the area of design,
manufacturing, avionics and material to
support indigenisation. On R&D front, our
company has done extremely well during
the year by filing for more patents.HAL’s

home grown Jaguar DARIN-III upgrade is going to further accentuate the performance of
Jaguar and would be a cost effective, state of the art solution. Mirage upgrade programme
has made significant progress with the first aircraft already under test flying. We have taken
proactive steps in proposing upgrade solutions for Hawk, Su-30 MKI, Dornier etc., to our
customer to obviate the concerns on long term supportability.
HAL is jointly working with DRDO laboratories, CSIR-NAL, CIPET, IITs and IISc towards
achieving self-reliance in the aviation field harnessing the partnership strategy. Towards this
MOUs have been signed with ADA, NAL, IITs & IISc . HAL has already established Chairs at IIT
Roorkee, IIT Kharagpur, IIT Mumbai and IIT Kanpur.
HAL is developing capabilities in the design & development of aircraft, helicopters, engines
and niche technology areas like SDRs, AESA Radar, Aero Engines, UAVs etc either through
indigenous effort or through collaborations. Regarding Aero Engines, HAL has taken up
development projects to design and develop Aero Engines for 25 kN and 1200 KW for
fixed wing and rotary wing platforms respectively.
HAL has initiated a drive across the Company to assess and identify the
technologies and processes to build the Intellectual Property portfolio.
HAL has registered a section-8 company along with Bangalore Chambers
of Industry and Commerce (BCIC) & Society of Indian Aerospace
Technologies and Industries (SIATI) for skill development in aerospace
sector. This aerospace skill council will firm up the skill requirements
(in long term) of this highly technology intensive sector.
Government has set up Design & Development
Management Board (DDMB), under the chairmanship of
HAL with members from DRDO Labs, Department of
Defense Production and Services, for synergizing the
R&D Efforts in country.
HAL has released new purchase manual,
system audit manual, accounts manual,
outsourcing policy, indigenization policy,
R&D policy, Employee hand book, to
name a few during 2014 in order
to align its business processes
towards better operational
efficiencies.

T
h
e
Government has
recently increased
the limit of Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI)
in Defence sector besides
taking out several items from
the list of products, requiring
industrial licence.
These policy initiatives of the
Government coupled with the fact that
European and USA market for defence have
saturated, augur well for the growth of Aerospace
and Defence sector in the country.
Indian Military and Civil helicopter market is a big
opportunity for HAL, which has taken steps to position
itself well into this market by having products in the two to
10 ton category.
“The development of LUH would be very crucial to our plans as
defence market capitalisation is based on timelines of this programme.
We need to strive and achieve the operational clearance in line with the
operational requirements of our defence services”, Suvarna Raju said.
Based on the current growth rate (approx. 10 to 12%), it can be predicted that
the industry may have 400 to 600 helicopters by 2021. HAL is targeting this segment
demand by customising ALH and by making efforts for civil certification of ALH.
The fixed wing defence market will see a lot of interest by foreign OEMs as the Indian
Defence and civil requirements have made it as the 5th largest market in the world.
FGFA and MTA programmes have the capability to catapult HAL into the league of
technology leaders.
LCA, IJT and HTT-40 are the in-house technology drivers and would provide the
strategic edge to India’s defence forces. These platforms would have significant export
potential. Hawk, Dornier and Su-30 would allow us to consistently benchmark the
production facilities, would allow HAL to consolidate production capacities.
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Handing over of Flight Clearance Certificate of Su-30 integrated with BrahMos missile. Mr. T. Suvarna Raju, Chairman, HAL. Mr. Sudheer
Kumar Misra, CEO &MD, Brahmos Aerospace Pvt Ltd, Dr. K. Tamilmani, distinguished scientist and DG (Aero) , Air Marshal S.B.P.Sinha,
Deputy Chief of Air Staff, Shri P.Jayapal, CEO,CEMILAC,DRDO also seen.

HAL hands over BrahMos missile
integrated Su-30 to IAF

H

AL handed over the first BrahMos missile integrated Su 30
to IAF in an exclusive event at Aero India 2015.
“This is a proud moment for HAL. The successful
completion of the first Su 30 aircraft integrated with BrahMos
missile shows the synergy between DRDO, HAL and IAF. We are
hopeful of rolling out the second aircraft in a record time”, said Mr.
18

T. Suvarna Raju, Chairman, HAL. Mr.
S.K.Misra, CEO &MD, Aerospace Pvt
Ltd was present on the occasion.
The Flight Clearance Certificate
was handed over by Dr. K.
Tamilmani, distinguished scientist
and DG (Aero) to Air Marshal
S.B.P.Sinha, Deputy Chief of Air
Staff. The Aircraft Acceptance
Certificate was handed over by Mr.
A.M.Raja Kannu, DG (AQA) to Air
Marshal Sukhchain Singh.
This programme was taken up as
an indigenous challenge by HAL’s
Nasik division in 2010. The team
overcame several difficulties due
to limited design data of Su-30
Mk I and received approval in Jan
2011 and order for integration was
obtained from BAPL on technocommercial merits against OEM in January 2014.
BrahMos missile is a two-stage supersonic cruise missile with
a 290-km range developed for destruction of high value and
strategic installation. The missile has mid-course inertial guidance
aided by GPS followed by terminal homing guidance with ARS and
multi-spectral seeker for terminal.
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Indian Air Force takes over the
Su-30 MKI fighter fitted to
BrahMos missile

H

industan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL) delivered the first Su-30 MKI fighter to IAF on February
19, 2015. The Su-30 MKI fighter is adopted to use BrahMos supersonic missile. The upgradation work of the aircraft, went on 11 months. The second aircraft, detained for
tests, is being up-graded at the moment.
Mr. T. Suvarna Raju, chairman of HAL stated that, “the Su-30 has become a very lethal weapon
delivery platform with the successful integration of Brahmos supersonic cruise missile”.
The statement is quite reasonable as Su-30MKi and Brahmos missile have got unique
opportunities in engagement of sea and ground targets.
Due to the range of 290 km, the missile’s launch takes place in a zone free of the
enemy’s air defense. The missile’s supersonic speed in combination with a low
highness at the final phase of flight, provides its invulnerability.
The power of the missile’s payload is quite enough for destruction
of a destroyer-class ship. Experts say that nowadays there is
no country in the world possessing missiles of the
same characteristics. Meanwhile, China has
quite recently announced its plans to
purchase missiles of this type.
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Western
countries have
got actually missiles of
the same range, which are
operational with their Air Forces,
precisely AGM-84H SLAM-ER, AGM158 JASSM и SCALP-EG. But they have got
sub-sonic speed, what make them vulnerable to
ship-born air defense systems.
Nowadays, Brahmos missile of ground and ship-born
types are successfully operational with the Indian armed forces.
The BrahMos Indo-Russian JV has managed to decrease the missile’s
length and weight to to make it fit for suspension to the a/c.
After tests, the IAF will up-grade BrahMos missiles expectedly for 42 Su-30MKI
fighters and buy up 216 new missiles. All in all, the IAF ordered 272 Su-30MKI fighters.
During 2015, IRKUT Corporation ends up its supply of Su-30MKI in knockdown kits for their
assembling in HAL Nasik.
BrahMos Aerospace visualizes a development of Mini-Brahmos missile, which may be used not only on
heavy fighters like Su-30MKI, but on light fighters like MiG-29.
Russia and India are also keen to develop a hyper-supersonic missile, which is sometimes called BrahMos II. An
agreement on its development may be expectedly signed up in 2015.
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Naval LCA – a tech marvel
taking shape for the future

O

n December 20, 2014,
the Indian Navy added
a glowing chapter to its
inspiring history at INS
Hansa in Goa. The achievement might
not have hit the headlines as it ought
to have, but the makers and designers
knew the depths of the achievement.
Only very few nations have achieved it
before India’s attempt.

Finally, the home-grown Naval Light
Combat Aircraft (NLCA) project announced
its arrival on the big stage. The Naval
Protytype-1 (NP-1), a trainer, took off from
the Shore Based Test Facility (SBTF) in Goa
for the first time. It was piloted by the vastly
experienced Chief Test Pilot Cmde Jaideep
Maolankar of the National Flight Test Centre
(NFTC).
On February 7, 2015, again India’s naval
aviation, carrier-borne aircraft development
programme got an adrenaline shot in the
arm when the second aircraft from the
NLCA flightline, Naval Prototype (NP-2), a
fighter, kissed the skies for the first time from
HAL Airport in Bangalore. This time it was
Captain Shivnath Dahiya from the NFTC,
who ensured that the 35-minute maiden
sortie was smooth.
After a long time there was something
to cheer for the NLCA teams at the
Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA),
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) and
at NFTC. Crossing two significant milestones
in a span of 50 days was definitely a great
achievement.

By Dr Anantha Krishnan M

A journey that was started
in 2003

To understand the complexities of this
project it’s important to know little bit of
the background. The naval programme
was sanctioned by the government in 2003
to develop a naval carrier-borne fighter
aircraft capable of Ski-Jump Take-off with
Arrested Recovery for landing (STOBAR
concept).
It was initially envisaged that converting
the already flying Tejas (LCA Indian Air Force
version) to a naval aircraft would take about
six to seven years with changes restricted to
about 15 per cent. The two naval prototypes
sanctioned would be used primarily to
demonstrate Carrier Compatibility and also
to demonstrate Initial Operational Capability
with Air Defence configuration.
However, contrary to initial assumptions,
during the aircraft design and development
phase, it turned out to be significantly
different from the time of sanction in 2003
and challenges increased progressively.
Further, the major constraint of design space
due to the existing Tejas platform resulted
in a sub-optimal design and compromises
leading to the LCA Navy Mk-1 variant (NP-1)
being heavier than anticipated.
Despite these challenges, the first NP-1
was rolled out in 2010 and had its maiden
flight on April 27 2012, nine years from
the sanction of the programme. This
achievement is considered to be in a
reasonable time frame even amongst other
worldwide aircraft houses. Considering a
first time design and development of a naval
aircraft in the country, it is indeed creditable

for the NLCA team to have achieved the
maiden flight in these timeframes.

Mk-2 prototypes will be a
different story

It was in December 2009, that the ADAHAL-NFTC teams realized that the NLCA
Mk-1 due to its sub-optimal design would
have shortfalls in the full mission capabilities
sought by the Indian Navy. Hence, LCA Navy
Mk2, a new programme with a higher thrust
engine was sanctioned. This programme
is envisaged to minimize the constraints of
LCA Navy Mk-1 and would have significant
changes in design to improve aerodynamics,
landing gear & arrester hook optimization,
structural design optimization, updated
sensors, avionics, Flight Control System
among others.
The landing gear mass of the LCA (Navy)
Mk-2 aircraft is likely to be reduced by 200250 kg, being capable of a higher take off
mass. The prototypes likely to come from
this Mk-2 flight-line are being designated as
NP-3 and NP-4 (both fighters). Interestingly,
ADA says that to save time, work of the
third NLCA prototype (NP-5), a trainer,
has commenced from amongst existing
resources.

A tech leap achieved with
SBTF

The SBTF in Goa has already got rave
reviews from the flying fraternity. Much
before the NLCA team could fly the NLCA,
the MiG-29Ks began dating the facility. “It’s
a pilot’s delight to fly the MiG-29Ks from
SBTF,” says a naval official.
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with complex technologies and achieving
more than what we expected at the very
first attempt itself is a huge achievement.
The aircraft will soon undertake ski-jumps
90 meters from the ramp with all weapon
stores in place,” says Dr Tamilmani. He says
that the arrester-hook landing trials of NP-1
will also be conducted this year.
Indian Navy termed the success of NLCA
at SBTF as a ‘validation of the efforts by
various design teams.’ In a written response
to this Correspondent, Rear Admiral D
M Sudan, Assistant Chief of Naval Staff
(Air) termed the launch of NP-1 from the
SBTF as a historic event. “It shows the faith
the Navy has reposed in this indigenous
development programme. This event
would provide an impetus towards timely
achievement of future milestones,” Rear
Admiral Sudan had told this Correspondent
immediately after the SBTF trails.
A carrier-borne naval aircraft needs extensive testing on shorebased facilities prior to its actual test and deployment on an aircraft
carrier. The US Navy has shore facilities for catapult take-off and
arrested recovery. “They did not have ski-jump facility. The other
facility is in Ukraine which was created during the erstwhile Soviet
Union times with ski-jump for launch and arrested recovery. This
facility is considerably old and also a challenge to exploit.
Further, there is no Restraining Gear System (RGS), as on the aircraft
carrier, to hold back the aircraft during take-off. Considering these
factors, ADA decided to build a dedicated test facility to replicate
an aircraft carrier, to the extent feasible, with a ski-jump for take-off
and arrested landing facility. Further, in the national interest, it was
decided that the specification caters for both the heavier aircraft (MiG29K) and lighter aircraft (NLCA),” says NLCA Programme Director
Cmde C D Balaji (Retd), in an exclusive interview to AeroMag Asia.
The specialised equipment, in addition to the design of the facility
was provided from the Russian side as it had to be the same as in the
carriers with the Indian Navy. They included: an arresting gear, optical
landing systems, TV monitoring system, restraining gear and light
signaling system.
With the programme management of SBTF under the control
of ADA, the facility was built by Goa Shipyard Ltd along with the
construction arm of DRDO CCER&D (W) Pune. “The conceptualisation
and build of this facility was challenging and successfully completed
in 2013. This was followed by the evaluation by Russian Test Pilots
from RAC-MiG using a MiG 29K. It is a matter of pride to the nation
that our Indian Navy pilots were trained for carrier operations
from January 2014 on the SBTF at Goa prior to embarking on INS
Vikramaditya,” says Balaji.

Huge boost for the team

The successful completion of the maiden flight of NP-1 from SBTF at
first attempt itself has been a huge boost to the entire NLCA team. “All
the stake-holders need to be patted on their back for this stupendous
achievement. We have been getting a great support from the Indian
Navy for the programme and the recent developments have inspired
all of us,” says P S Subramanyam, Programme Director, ADA. He says
India has become the third nation (after US and Ukraine) to have
carried out such a launch.
The SBTF replicates a static model of the Indigenous Aircraft
Carrier (IAC) being built at the Cochin Shipyard in Kerala. Dr K
Tamilmani, Director-General, Defence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO) said that while NP-1 created naval history in
Goa, it has been a huge learning curve for the entire team. “Dealing
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Better performance than anticipated

ADA says that the campaign in Goa in December 2014 commenced
with pre-requisite ground and flight tests conducted to assess the
behavior and performance of the aircraft at sea level conditions. It
turned out that the aircraft performance was better than anticipated
in comparison to estimates earlier made purely based on its flight
tests at Bangalore.
“The maiden ski-jump of NP-1 was a defining moment historically.
The performance of the aircraft actually turned out to be a lot better
than expected as all the designers had kept some margins up their
sleeve being a first time,” says Subramanyam.

Observations from pilot after Goa trials

Sharing some of the details of pilot’s observations after the Goa
trials, ADA said that the maximum all up weight an aircraft can be
launched is the primary determinant of its operational capability.
It also dictates the quantum of weapons and fuel that the aircraft
carries. For a ski-jump launch, the final design intent is to have a
zero rate of climb after ramp exit to get the best performance of
the aircraft. This places a great premium on the ability to fly at the
maximum possible AoA (Angle of Attack) with adequate control
and also to have a complete understanding of the thrust available.
“The first attempt at any new activity is fraught with uncertainties
and potential surprises. Given the leap off the edge nature of the first
launch, all the major possibilities of failure were identified and options
to handle them were built into the plan. Therefore it was planned
to have a minimum climb angle of 5.7 degrees for the first launch.
There was an unexpected bonus in terms of excess performance and
the actual minimum climb angle was in excess of 10 degrees. This
is certainly a welcome bonus for an aircraft that has been so often
derided for lack of thrust, and this excess will be accounted for in
future launches,” says Balaji.
ADA says the AoA after ramp exit reached 21.6 degrees which
augers well for utilisation of even greater angles of attack for launch.
It should certainly allay fears over the use of such high AoA and
remove much of the pessimism that has surrounded the utility of the
programme.
“We did extensive simulations to predict landing gear loads and the
behaviour of all other systems during the ski-jump launch. The aircraft
was extensively instrumented to enable validation of simulation. The
landing gear loads and other system behaviour obtained from the
actual ski-jump launch were close to prediction,” says Balaji.

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi visiting the ADA, DRDO stall at Aero India 2015. Shri. P S Subramanyam, Director,
Aeronautical Development Agency also seen.

Key takeaways of Mission SBTF

The aircraft performance was better than prediction. The wealth
of data collected in the maiden ski-jump launch will be fully
analysed. According to ADA, the areas needing attention are: (1)
The Control Law and Flight Control System (FCS) software needs
to be updated to handle the higher performance. This will enable
extracting the best performance of the aircraft in a safe manner as
the margins are progressively reduced. 2) The Nose Landing Gear
(NLG) extension was faster than predicted. Minor modifications to
the NLG are in progress.
When compared to NP-1, major addition on NP-2 is a MultiMode Radar (MMR). ADA says the aircraft performance would be
similar. “Both the prototypes will contribute equally for the Carrier
compatibility tests from the SBTF. The focus on sensor and weapon
capability demonstration will be on NP-2,” says Balaji.

More trials ahead in Goa

On completion of the FCS software upgrade and the minor rework
on NLG, the naval platform(s) will again head
to Goa for the next phase of the campaign in
March 2015. “We will continue the ski-jump
launches to progressively reduce margins till
we reach its final performance levels. Also, it is
planned to initiate activities towards arrested
recovery starting with dummy approaches
on the landing area, ‘taxi-in’ arrester hook
engagements on to the arrester wire at the
SBTF and final flight engagement,” adds
Balaji.

Suvarna Raju patted the role played by his vibrant team of engineers
from the Aircraft Research and Design Centre (ARDC). His support will
be crucial for the future of the NLCA project.
ADA says that NP-2 has been built with vision and foresight. “It
addresses several systemic deficiencies observed whilst making
progress on flight test of NP-1. It incorporates most avionic hardware
components promised to Indian Navy. During design and build
NP-2 has been customised (plug & play) to incrementally accept
modifications for Carrier landing aids like LEVCON Air Data Computer,
Auto-throttle, external and internal Angle of Attack lights,” says Balaji.
NP-2 is the lead aircraft for arrestor hook integration.
The NLCA team is upbeat with the Lady Luck finally landing on their
side of the fence. The successful maiden flight of NP-2 is a testimony
to the tremendous efforts put in by scientists and engineers of ADA,
HAL and NAL. “With one trainer and fighter in its stable, it can be
now stated that the indigenous Carrier-borne fighter programme is
making headway and acquiring momentum,” concludes Balaji.

NP-2 first flight gives an
adrenaline shot

During the February 7, 2015 first flight of NP2, the flight profile was stitched together in
such a fashion that it gave a comprehensive
look at aircraft systems and key areas of the
flight envelope. The aircraft achieved all the
planned flight test activities and the maiden
flight was termed as a flawless one, executed
professionally by NFTC. HAL’s new Chairman T
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Mr. Paul Smith,
Manager, Capability Promotion &
Business Winning,
Eurofighter Thyphoon

Quick delivery of Eurofighter Typhoon
is possible for Indian Air force
Sunny Jerome

W

ith the new capability enhancement in the last three
years, Eurofighter Typhoon is the real fit for Indian
Airforce’s requirements and best Aircraft for India ; said
Mr. Paul Smith,Manager Capability Promotion & Business Winning,
Export Directorate, Eurofighter Thyphoon, in an interview with
Aeromag Asia.
If there is any problem with the negotiations with Rafael and
Government of India and any change in the selection, Eurofighter
Typhoon would be a good platform. We have already started “
Make in India “ , parts for Typhoon. We are making the landing
gear actuators for Typhoon in India in association with an Indian
company, he said. We have submitted a very detailed proposal
during the evaluation time to the Indian government and recently
Airbus has submitted the recent capability upgradations of Euro
fighter Typhoon to Indian government.
If the Indian government decides, Eurofighter Typhoon is able to
quickly supply the Aircraft to the Indian Airforce, since we have four
production lines. We are four major companies who can deliver the
Aircraft much more shorter period. For immediate delivery, leasing
the Aircraft also can be considered. So we have different flexible
solutions because of the size of the partner companies. The major
partners of the programme, Airbus, BAE Systems and Finmeccanica
have already proved their capabilities and they have developed
industry partnership in India.
In the Military side, Eurofighter Typhoon and SU 30 is a real force
against potential threats of India , Paul said. The technical evaluation
for MMRCA has been done three years ago and in the last three
years, lot of capability enhancements which Indian Airforce is
looking have already arrived in Eurofighter including Storm shadow
integration and the new generation Captor E radar. The new
generation of radar which will enhance the aircraft’s capabilities
and substantially improve the pilots’ ability.
The full swing-role, multi-role weapons on the Eurofighter could
now include a mix of : six Brimstone 2 missiles; up to six Paveway
IV bombs, two long-range Storm Shadow missiles, four Meteor
beyond visual range air-to-air missiles and either two IRIS-T or two
ASRAAM heat-seeking missiles.

This weapons package, combined with the high-kinetic
performance and super cruise capability of the platform and AESA
radar now being integrated onto the platform, makes Eurofighter
more powerful than Rafael, Mr. Paul said. Because of the best Air
defence capability, nothing can match Eurofighter and it will be a
very secure Aircraft for the next 20-30 years.
The main advantage of the Captor-E is its ability to perform
several tasks practically simultaneously. The pilot is able to scan a
wide area in front of the aircraft or on the ground, while identifying
ground targets or tracking individual flying objects at the same
time. The new technology enables an increased range in target
acquisition and target tracking and, thanks to the rotating antenna,
a considerably larger field of view, compared to other state-of-theart combat aircraft.
When a country is buying Eurofighter, they are becaming the
partner of the programme with the transfer of Technology. As
a partner country Saudi Arabia is making significant elements
of Eurofighter and lot works are progressing. Oman will take the
delivery of the first Typhoon in 2017. The discussion with Qatar is
going on.
Eurofighter is not expensive , but it is very reliable and the
amount of maintenance is also less. The Aircraft’s scheduled
maintenance was every 400 hours and we have made 50%
reduction in the scheduled maintenance. For the engine there is
no scheduled maintenance. But the routine checking will be 11001200 hours.
The new refinements really improves the capability of the
Aircraft and human -machine interface. This has reduced the
workload of the pilot, maximum maneuverability, and increased
the Air dominance of the Aircraft. Paul said.
Paul said that Eurofighter has submitted bid for the new fighter
programme of the Malaysian government. Eurfighter is actively
looking for the new fighter programme of the Indonesian
government also.
As requested by Malaysian government the company has
submitted a new bid also. We are exchanging information with
Indonesia ; Paul said.
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Karnataka focused on creating enabling
environment for aerospace sector
K

arnataka is the first state in the country to bring
out an exclusive policy for the aerospace sector.
Could you share your thoughts on natural
advantages that Karnataka enjoys?
Karnataka is home to India’s Aerospace
industry. The establishment of Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL) and other
defence public sector
undertakings
and
R&D
institutions
The Karnataka government has
positioned
Karnataka
unveiled a slew of initiatives to promote
as a prime
location
the aerospace sector. The State has
for
Aerospace
industry
in
India.

Shri Gaurav Gupta
Commissioner for Industries

many natural advantages.

enhancing the share of industry in the State’s GDP from
28% to 30% during the period.
In the Phase-II (2017-22), the target is to attract
Commissioner for Industrial
investments to the tune of Rs. 36,000 crores (USD six billion)
in the Aerospace Sector and provide additional employment
Development and Director
Karnataka
(direct and indirect) to 60,000 persons and also
has a high
enhance the contribution of Aerospace sector in
of Industries and Commerce
potential
to
the State’s GDP from 30% to 32%.
emerge as an
We want to create Aerospace Ecodepartment,
Government
Aerospace Hub
System across the State by providing
due to strengths
enabling environment for this
of Karnataka shares his thoughts on his
and
advantages
promising sector.
like relatively low
mission to take the State to greater heights in the
cost
aerospace
What’s the update on the
manufacturing.
Aerospace Park vis-a-vis
aerospace sector. Excerpts from the interview.
Further,
maximum
the number of companies
number of engineering
investing there in terms of
graduates in the country,
their operations?
with a large number of
We are upbeat about this venture.
them employed in IT, design &
Aerospace Park is established in 732
engineering, has put us on a strong
acres and a Special Economic Zone is
wicket.
also established in 252 acres near the
The vision is to position Karnataka as a
International Airport. The infrastructure
vibrant aerospace hub of Asia and a globally
like roads, drainage and power are already
recognised aerospace destination by creating enabling
made available. Tertiary water treatment plant of
environment for holistic and sustained growth of the
40 MLD capacity is in final stages of being commissioned.
Aerospace Sector.
In Aerospace Park, 69 projects within an investment of Rs 4572
What’s the roadmap?
crores have been approved so far and in the Aerospace SEZ,
Our aim is attract investments to the tune of Rs 24,000 crores
seven projects within an investment of Rs.604 crores have been
(USD four billion) in Aerospace Sector and provide additional
approved.
employment (direct and indirect) to 40,000 persons by 2017 by a
Companies like M/s Starrag and Amada have already started
process of inclusive development. We also hope to increase the
production and in the SEZ M/s Wipro has started its activity.
contribution of Aerospace sector towards
Many other projects are under implementation.
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Shri. Gaurav Gupta
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Protection to Civil passenger aircraft
against Shoulder- Fired Missile
(SFM) Threat
Air Vice Marshal ( Retd) P. Govindarajan

Karnataka Addl. Chief Secretary Mrs. Ratna Prabha and Industries Commissioner Shri Gaurav Gupta with Shri Amitabh Kant, Secretary,
Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion, Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Government of India at Karnataka Pavilion in Aero India 2015.

Introduction :
How do you plan to attract more companies into this park?
We participate in various National and International events and
trade fairs focused on the Aerospace sector. Recently Government
of Karnataka hosted Aeromart India Summit which focused on
Aerospace supply chain. We would also actively participate in Aero
India Show 2015 wherein we have planned large number of G2B
&B2B meetings.
What plans do you have to further strengthen infrastructure in
this aerospace park?
The park already has power capacity of about 60MVA. Action
has been initiated to establish an exclusive 220KV electrical
sub-station which would enhance capacity to 300MVA. Tertiary
treated recycled water would be provided for which the treatment
plant is completed and would be commissioned with supply of
water by March 2015. We are also working to ensure an attractive
and aesthetic entrance to the park and excellent connectivity to
National Highway-7 through a four-lane road.

What are the new initiatives coming up to further strengthen
Karnataka’s reputation as key aerospace hub?
We have dovetailed a scheme of Modified Industrial Infrastructure
Scheme (MIIUS) to create Aerospace Common Finishing Facility
(ACFF) at a cost of Rs.90 crores which will help the Aerospace sector
and MSMEs.
We are interacting with the industry through the Aerospace Task
Force to take their interest to provide facilities. We have a regular
interface with the OEMs, and major companies like Airbus, Boeing
and HAL.

S
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The European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) has recently issued a warning to all national
aviation authorities and aircraft operators of enhanced risk to safety of civil aircraft on account
of the possibility attack by terrorists while flying over Pakistan. This warning has been issued
at the behest of the civil aviation regulator of France, the DGAC, that has made it mandatory
for French aircraft operators not to fly below an altitude of 24,000 ft when operating through
airspace over Pakistan. Indian and South East Asian airlines flying to and from Europe routinely
overfly Pakistan.

Any other initiatives?
The idea is to make Bangalore a magnet for global tier-1 Suppliers,
and Karnataka as one of the leading MRO hubs in Asia.
We already have ready to-employ human resource pool, and
we are keen to further strengthen R&D infrastructure and create
enhanced facilitation mechanism for ease of doing business for the
industry.

SuperJet International announces
additional 10 SSJ100 for Interjet
uperJet International – joint venture between FinmeccanicaAlenia Aermacchi and Sukhoi Holding – has announced
that the Mexican airline Interjet confirmed the option for
additional 10 Sukhoi Superjet 100 aircraft.
In 2011 Interjet originally ordered 15 SSJ100 and 5 options. The
5 options became firm in July 2012 at Farnborough Air Show. In
November 2012, during ALTA Leaders Forum in Panama, Interjet
announced the addition of 10 options which have been executed
leading the total firm order to 30 aircraft.
The value of the new option batch is 350 million US Dollars.
“This order confirms the solid relationship we have been able to
build up with our Customer but also the sound reliability of our
product which is definitely one of the main drivers in Interjet choice.
The SSJ100 is a super optimized aircraft, equipped with advanced
technology and offering attractive cash operating costs. We are

The shooting down of a civilian airline, the Malaysian Airlines MH-17 over Eastern Ukraine,
brings to the fore the real danger to civil aircraft from ground fire from terrorists. In the
episode in question, several aspects like the source of the missile attack, the altitude at which
the aircraft was flying, whether the aircraft was asked to descend to a lower altitude exposing
it to shoulder-fired missiles launched by terrorists etc are yet to be established. However,
suffice it to say that the danger from terrorists attacking civilian aircraft by sophisticated
missile systems is now real.

sure that customers will continue looking at the SSJ100 as a main
player in the regional market - states Nazario Cauceglia, Chief
Executive Officer of SuperJet International.
Twelve SSJ100 are currently in service with Interjet confirming
the excellent operations and a dispatch reliability over the 99%.
The thirteenth SSJ100 has been already delivered and will join the
Interjet fleet soon.
According to the airline’s operational reliability report, to date
the 12 Interjet SSJ100 have completed over 21.000 flight hours
and 20.000 flight cycles starting from the Entry into Service in
September 18, 2013. The SSJ100 are operating from Mexico City to
various Mexican destinations and starting from October 2014 to the
Unites States.
“We are delighted to add 10 aircraft to our SSJ100 fleet. The
Superjet 100 is a really good product, we are very satisfied of
its superior performance and the reduced operating costs. The
SSJ100 was the right choice for the Interjet fleet development,
it is perfectly suitable for domestic mid-density routes as well as
several short-haul international ones” states Jose Luis Garza, Chief
Executive Officer of Interjet. Along with the order and according to
a SuperCare Agreement applied to the entire Interjet SSJ100 fleet,
SuperJet International will provide the airline with a full assistance
on the after-sales support as well as training services.

Danger to civil aircraft these days emanate from Man-portable Shoulder-Fired Missiles (SFM)
now easily available to terrorists. These constitute a serious threat to airliners that are lucrative
and easy targets. Downing of a passenger aircraft with heavy loss of life, creates tremendous
psychological impact on the traveling public, is debilitating for the airline industry and
confronts the nation owning the aircraft with a serious dilemma.
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This paper briefly describes the various security measures introduced in airports to prevent
the entry of terrorists, yet the vulnerability of civil passenger aircraft to terrorist attack, what
the Shoulder Fired Missiles (SFM), popularly known as MANPDS (Man Portable Air Defence
System) are, ANZA, the SFM from Pakistan, known shooting down of civil passenger aircraft
by SFM, what the advanced countries are doing to nullify this threat, the technology aspects,
what is the indigenous capability, conclusions and recommendations.

Airport Security:
During the last few years, to prevent the terrorist threat, various security measures are in
place at airports. These measures include perimeter fencing with or without electrification,
multiple layers of vehicle checking, passenger frisking, biometric identification, airline and
airport staff security, checking of aircraft fuelling, checking of food etc services vehicle and
staff.
But a terrorist armed with a shoulder fired missile can easily circumvent all these
measures, be outside the airport premises and easily bring down an aircraft.

Vulnerability of Civil Passenger Aircraft :
An aircraft is most vulnerable to ground fire during the approach and landing phase or
takeoff phase when it is close to the ground, is flying at low speed, not maneuvering and
presenting a large visible target. The danger zone is roughly up to about 15 km from the edge
of the runway, up to an altitude of 5000 ft and in a cone of +/- 30 degrees from the end of
the runway. A terrorist located anywhere in this zone armed with shoulder-fired missile can
easily target an aircraft during approach and landing phase or take off phase. He can position
himself just outside the airfield fence, sight the aircraft, shoot and scoot.
Many airfields in India and abroad, where Indian aircraft fly are very much vulnerable
to such terrorist attacks. It will be an expensive affair to secure such large areas outside all
airfields. While we may have control over our own airfields, we may not be able to do so at
airfields outside India.
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In a much more affordable manner, it is possible to equip our
aircraft for protection against such shoulder-fired missile threat.
weapons will be required onboard the aircraft and the
system will only deflect the incoming missile away from the
aircraft. It will be only a protection system against such
incoming missiles fired by the terrorist.

SFM (Manpads) :
MANPADS were developed in the 1940s to provide military ground
forces with protection from enemy aircraft. They have received a
great deal of attention as potential terrorist weapons that might
be used against commercial airliners. These missiles, affordable
and widely available through a variety of sources, have been used
successfully over the past three decades both in military conflicts, as
well as by terrorist organizations
Twenty-five countries, including Russia, the United Kingdom
and the United States, produce man-portable air defense systems.
Possession, export, and trafficking in such weapons is officially tightly
controlled, due to the threat they pose to civil aviation, although
such efforts have not always been successful.
The missiles are about 1.5 to 1.8 m (5 to 6 ft) in length and weigh
about 17 to 18 kg (37 to 40 lb), depending on the model. Shoulderfired SAMs generally have a target detection range of about 10 km (6
mi) and an engagement range of about 6 km (4 mi), so aircraft flying
at 6,100 metres (20,000 ft) (3.8 miles) or higher are relatively safe.
It is now well known that the Afghan Mujahideedn used the
Stinger shoulder-fired missile supplied to them by the US to shoot
down Soviet helicopters and other low flying aircraft during their
struggle against the Soviet forces that had occupied Afghanistan.
The US was supportive of the effort by the Afghan Mujahidedn in
their campaign to evict the Soviet forces. The Soviet Union lost a
number of helicopters as well as some fixed wing aircraft operating
at low level to shoulder-fired missiles. Russia also has such SFM, the
SS7.
An UN Report mentions that there are more than 500,000 such
shoulder-fired missile in the world, popularly known as MANPADS ,
a large proportion of which is held by terrorists.

Terrorists threat from
Shoulder Fired Missiles in our
Neighbourhood:
As reported in open literatures,
ANZA is a series of shoulder
fired surface-to-air missiles
produced by PAKISTAN .
Guided by an seeker, Anza is
used for low level air defence in
the military environment and is
also used by terrorists against
civil passenger aircraft. There
is every possibility of such light
weight, man portable and
not expensive weapons being
made available to indian terror
modules also.
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Operational history of ANZA :

aircrafts, the problem is slightly more
complex, when we want to address looking
towards the ground for the shoulder fired
missile(s).

On 27 May 1999, the Anza Mk-II was used to attack Indian aircraft
during the Kargil conflict with India. A MiG-27 of the Indian Air
Force was shot down by Pakistan Army Air Defence forces. The MiG27 was searching for a MiG-21 pilot who ejected when its aircraft
experienced an engine flameout .

a) Sensors :
Some firms developed Ultra Violet (UV)
band sensors to detect the missile exhaust
plume. Some other firms state that frequency
spectrum study of the exhaust plume of
MANPADS and taking into account the
atmospheric absorption, Infra Red (IR) band
is most appropriate to detect an incoming
shoulder fired missile. UV and IR sensors have
their (+) and (-) points.

In December 2002, it was reported that Indian soldiers of the
24 Rashtriya Rifles found an Anza Mk-I in a militant hideout
near the Line of Control in Kupwara, Kashmir. An Anza system
had previously been found at a militant hideout by Indian Army
soldiers in 2001. Pakistan denied supplying Anza systems to the
militants.

Reports have been circulated that an Anza MANPADS was fired at
an Indian Air Force Antonov An-32 in 2002 over the Line of Control
the plane was able to land safely.

Known shooting down of civil passenger aircraft :
•
The 1978 Air Rhodesia Viscount Shootdown is the first

example of a civilian airliner shot down by a man-portable surface
to air missile. The pilot of the aircraft managed to make a controlled
crash landing.

•

Air Rhodesia Flight 827 was also shot down in February
1979 by the Zimbabwe People’s Revolutionary Army armed with a
Strela 2 missile. All 59 passengers and crew were killed.

•
1993 Transair Georgian Airline shootdowns involved
two separate aircraft shot down a day apart in Sukhumi, Abkhazia,
Georgia, killing 108 people.
•

1998 Lionair Flight LN 602 shootdown: On 7 October 1998,
the Tamil Tigers shot down an aircraft off the coast of Sri Lanka.

•

2002 Mombasa airliner attack: On 28 November 2002, two
shoulder- launched Strela 2 (SA-7) surface-to-air missiles were fired at
a chartered Boeing 757 airliner as it took off from Moi International
Airport. The missiles missed the aircraft which continued safely to
TelAviv, carrying 271 vacationers from Mombasa back to Israel. In
the photos, the missile systems were painted in light blue, the color
used in the Soviet military for training material (a training SA-7 round
would not have the guidance system).

•
2003 Baghdad DHL shootdown incident: On 22 November
2003, an Airbus A300B4-203F cargo plane, operating on behalf

of DHL was hit by an SA-14 missile, which resulted in the loss of its
hydraulic systems. The crew later landed the crippled aircraft safely
by using only differential engine thrust by adjusting the individual
throttle controls of each engine.

•
2007 Mogadishu TransAVIAexport Airlines Il-76 crash: On
23 March 2007, a TransAVIAexport Airlines Ilyushin Il-76 airplane
crashed in outskirts of Mogadishu, Somalia, during the 2007 Battle
of Mogadishu. Witnesses claim that a surface-to-air missile was fired
immediately prior to the accident. However, Somali officials deny
that the aircraft was shot down.
Protection system by advanced countries :
In the period 2003- 2004, the Department of Homeland Security
of the United States of America decided to equip all their 7000
plus fleet of civilian airliners with suitable equipment to provide
protection against shoulder-fired missile (SFM) threat. The American
government identified and tasked two separate companies to carry
out Research and Development to design such a system.
Currently, all airliners of El Al, the national airlines of the State of
Israel are equipped with such a protection system against SFM.
Singapore Airlines has also evinced interest in such a protection
system as also the airlines who fly to or over terrorist affected
countries in Africa, the Middle East, Europe and Asia, are evaluating
this concept seriously.

Technical aspects of avionics
equipment used as countermeasure :
While air to air missile warning receivers are in use in military

US Navy and Air Force have a huge test
range at White Sands, where they do live testing of their airborne
sensors against plumes of MANPADS from different countries and
they check for 100 % result for all the types of MANPADS for 100s of
times.
Radar skin return detection is also possible, but being of small size
and close range, the correct band, pulse width, scanning rate, power
of transmitter etc have to be used for this application. Pulse Doppler
Radar is useful to detect radar return against heavy ground clutter,
when the sensor is pointing towards the ground.
Multiple sensors have to be used to look in different directions and
fast scanning to be adopted, since time available is short.
The terrorist(s) may position himself in a vantage position to
conceal his presence, not exactly in line with the runway direction
and hence sensors should look in almost alround directions. Multiple
terrorists possibililty also exists from different directions.
The integrated output from all these sensors is to be given for
further processing . When looking towards the ground, false alarm
is possible, because there are other heat sources like chimneys,
vehicles, ground fire etc. If a laser beam is fired towards such a
source, it will create problem.

b) Processing power and time for
countermeasure :
High speed real time processor is required to do the spectrum
correlation of the received spectrum to confirm the incoming missile
threat. While avionics grade high speed embedded processor will
be available, the SOFTWARE based signal processing for spectrum
correlation is the key for timely assessment of positive identification
of incoming missile.
The time available for automatic
countermeasure is of the order of 10 to
20 seconds only. The terrorist looks at an
aircraft and fires the missile. It has been
made a simple operation and he requires
no special training. After he fires the missile,
it takes few seconds for stabilizing, build up
speed and for the heat seeking homing
electronics of the missile gets a lock on to
the aircraft exhaust. This takes few seconds
and after that, it moves at supersonic
speed.
The distance and height involved for the
missile to travel towards the aircraft is small
and time to travel is of the order of 10 to 20
seconds only. The aircraft countermeasure
should occur well within this time, to avoid
any damage from the incoming missile.
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Comparison of requirements for military aircraft / helicopter and typical civil passenger aircraft
systems :

However, as yet success in the indigenous
effort is not yet visible. While the hardware
items like sensors, laser jammers etc of the
avionics grade with the reliability called for,
may not be possible indigenously in the
near future, the Indian R&D establishment
could focus on software for integration of
sensor inputs, real time signal processing,
avoidance of false alarm and giving
required direction input to the jammer.
Also, aircraft installation, design and actual
field installation can be easily handled
indigenously. This will also help bring in
cost reduction of up to about 25 to 30 per
cent at the very least.

The following table illustrates these points :

Parameter aircraft

Fighter aircraft / helicopter

Civil passenger

Size, weight and power consumption

Very stringent

No problem

Structural design and exact space for
installation

Very stringent

No problem

Shock, vibration and “g” specs

Very stringent

No problem

System Configuration

In simple case missile warning display
& audio/video alarm will do

It has to be total automated system
including counter measure

* Time to react

Not critical and evasive measures are
possible

Very critical and evasive measures not
possible

Not a major concern

Not tolerable, sinceactive high power
Laser jammer is Used, it will create
Ground fire etc.

100%

100%

Qty requirement

Not very large

Large

Cost per aircraft for like to like

Likely about 1.5 to 2 times costlier than
civil a/c version

Conclusion and Recommendations :

False Alarm

Reliability Requirement

Sensitive
aspect
passenger fare

since

impacts

c) Countermeasure :
Passive countermeasure includes dispensing of chaff (this
aluminum foil) or flares to divert the homing guidance of the missile
away from the aircraft.
Active countermeasure involves firing of high power solid state
laser beam towards the incoming missile. It is of course expensive
and such high power solid state lasers are available from few sources
only.
Different configurations are possible like one or more types of
sensors, how many and in what directions, and passive or active
countermeasure etc.
Since the time available is very short, it has to be a totally
automated operation and the pilot should only know that there
was an incoming missile and it has been diverted away ! No evasive
maneuvers are possible by a slow speed passenger aircraft during
approach and landing phase or take off phase.
Cost aspects and cost per passenger :
* Cost of a/c fitment for military fighter a/c, for fully configured
version (including multiple sensors and active countermeasure) and
including indirect cost of a/c installation design and fitment and life
cycle maintenance
---- $ 1.5 M
* Similar configuration as above for civil passenger a/c,(at least 25
% cheaper)
---- $ 1.125 M
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* Indigenization effort for s/w and a/c fitment installation design
and fitment and life time maintenance
( at least 25 % cheaper )

--- $ 850 K

* Assume in a day, the a/c flies 6 sorties of average 2 Hr duration (
and rest 12 hr for turn around time and maintenance), in a year of
250 flying days (rest for maintenance) and 15 year life for the a/c, the
a/c flies (6*250*15)
--- 22500 sorties
* Average passenger strength per flight

---- 150

• Total number of passenger carried in the a/c life time (22.5
K * 150 )
---- 3375 K
* Average cost per passenger ticket (850/3375) ---- $ 0.25 ~ Rs 15 /
Hence increase in cost per ticket is trivial . It can come down further,
if we develop h/w items also ( sensors and active / passive jammers )
in due course of time.
An aircraft carries many safety and life saving equipment like
Mayvest, dingy, life jacket, emergency chute, fire fighting equipment
etc which are never used in the life cycle of the a/c in almost 90 % of
the fleet ! And yet, it costs some amount and the passenger pays for

it . The SFM protection equipment is another
case of safety equipment and the passenger
feels secure that he is flying in an aircraft
which is terrorist proof.

There is no doubt that in the prevailing
environment of increasing global terrorism,
a civil passenger aircraft is becoming
increasingly vulnerable being targeted by
SFM-armed terrorists from abroad or even
from Indian terror modules.

Indigenous Capability :
For military aircraft, Defence Public Sector
Undertakings (DPSUs) such as
Bharat
Electronics Limited and Defence R&D
laboratories such as Defence Application
Research Establishment (DARE) and testing
establishment like Aircraft Systems Testing
Establishment (ASTE) are addressing
this threat, against stringent avionics
specifications for size, weight, power
consumption, structural design,
space
constraints, shock, vibration, “g” specs,
system configuration etc. Aircraft of the
IAF used for VIP travel and those operated
by the Border Security Force (BSF), are
equipped defensive systems provided by
the Original Equipment Manufacturers at
the time these aircraft are procured.
For civilian aircraft, the National Physical Laboratory (NPL),
Instrument Research and Development Laboratory (IRDE) have
been working on electro optic devices and systems for defence
against SFM threat.

Countries like USA, Israel and others are alive to this threat
to civil passenger aircraft from terrorists and are equipping
their passenger carriers with suitable avionics equipment
that are classified not as “Weapon Systems but as Electronic
Countermeasure”. There is undoubtedly
the need to indigenously develop such
protection system for the Indian carriers.
While regulatory issues can be addressed
at the appropriate time, the proposal
needs to be examined jointly by the
Ministry of Civil Aviation, the Directorate
General of Civil Aviation, the National
Aeronautical Laboratory (NAL) and any
other related organisations.
A specific R&D project for this important
safety feature for civil aircraft should be
initiated without delay at NAL which is a
prime civil national laboratory. Assistance
can be sought from firms that have
hands-on experience in such systems that
are operational elsewhere.
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